
12 New & Dynamic Digital 
Media resources from the 
National Film Board of 
Canada: Documentary, 
Animation & Interactive 
productions that support BC’s 
new Social Studies 
curriculum. 

12 New Dynamic Interactive Educational Resources from the 
National Film Board that support BC's new Social Studies 
curriculum 

Ross Johnstone  

Barkerville is RICH IN 
HISTORY: virtual resources for 
Gold Rush lesson plans 

Exploring the use of developing technology and digital 
platforms to provide immersive interpretive experiences 
online. 

James Douglas 

National Film Board 
“Birth of a Family” 
Film Screening Part Two 

“Birth of a Family” is a 2017 First Nations Canadian 
documentary directed by Tasha Hubbard and co-written by 
Tasha Hubbard and Betty Ann Adams. Three sisters and a 
brother, adopted as infants into separate families across 
North America, meet together for the first time. This film will 
be shown in two parts, as a morning and afternoon 
workshop. Lindsay Hutchison will moderate a post-viewing 
discussion. 

Moderator: 
Lindsay 
Hutchison 

Bringing Students to the Front 
Lines: The Ethics of Student 
Travel in the Global South 

Exploring ethics in student travel while challenging existing 
narratives towards the Global South 

Dana Fallis & 
Mercedes Fenyo 

Civic Action: Then and Now Explore this hands-on, non-partisan activity all about taking 
civic action in the past and present. 

Rachel Collishaw 
& Sonja van der 
Putten 

When faced with choices, 
how do we determine what is 
the "right thing" to do? 

What is the right thing and how do we move from knowing 
to doing?  Based on work from the Canadian Rave Relations 
Foundation's publication, Doing the Right Thing (online and 
free for teachers and students) participants will 

John Myers 

Cycles of Hate - Make it Stop! This multi-media workshop deep dives into historical racism 
and contemporary hatred. Free resource included! 

Jodi Derkson 

Defining Place With BC's New 
Social Studies 11 Curriculum 

 This workshop describes how the teachers of Frances Kelsey 
Secondary have implemented the new Social Studies 11 
curriculum in the context of the Cowichan Valley. 

Jeremy Hart & 
Darren Hart 



Free Voting and Democracy-
themed Resources and 
Programs for Teachers 

Learn about voting and democracy-themed resources and 
share your ideas for new resources 

Melanie Callas & 
Luba Lison 

From Bystanders to Rescuer: 
The Dynamics of Moral 
Decision Making During the 
Holocaust 

Using short film and primary sources to explore the capacity 
of bystanders to shape history. 

Lise Kirchner 

Genealogy Research in the 
Socials Studies Classroom 

A tool for connecting students to their culture and place in 
Canadian and World History 

Judith Comfort 

Incorporating Asia Resources 
- Grades 6, 9, and senior 
electives all NEW and 
classroom-ready 

NEW and Classroom ready resources to support 
incorporating Asia into your teaching practice. From 
Bangladesh to Taiwan to North Korea, thematic and regional 
resources that are comprehensive and ready to use. 

Erin Williams & 
Christine Paget 

Out In Schools & Indigenous 
Perspectives Program 

Bringing Queer and Trans & Two Spirit narratives into the 
classroom for 15+ years, Out In Schools works with 
educators to answer the unknown questions and share 
resources that are classroom relevant. 

Gavin Somers & 
Miranda Rutty 

Playing Toward the Work of 
Truth & Reconciliation with 
Social Studies Classes 

Participatory workshop uses drama activities to support 
mutual respect, understanding, empathy capacities for 
reconciliation work. 

Elliot Fox-Povey 

Settler Conversations This session will help settlers of various backgrounds better 
understand their own identity and relationship to 
colonialism 

Ryan Cho 

Teaching the Holocaust in 
class using first hand account 
from the Azrieli Foundation’s 
Holocaust Survivor Memoirs 
Program 

The Azrieli Foundation offers helpful resources to teach 
about the Holocaust in class. 

Catherine Person 

The B.C. Ethics Bowl - A 
Collaborative Learning 
Challenge: a debate of ideas 
based on respect, listening, 
and critical thinking 

This workshop explores a team event that is both 
collaborative and competitive, where teams of grade 9-12 
students analyze and discuss ethical questions that focus on 
current ethical issues—social, political, economic, scientific, 
cultural, historical, and beyond. 

Dale Martelli 



The History of Indigenous 
Labour In BC: The Importance 
of Teaching About It 

Explorations of the role of Indigenous peoples in the 
workforce of early British Columbia 

Sarah Purdy 

Vancouver Heritage Study 
Guide for Schools: Connecting 
new curriculum with local 
heritage and history 
resources for classrooms 

Vancouver Heritage Foundation will present resources and 
projects that tell the local stories and layered narratives of 
Vancouver. 

Jessica Quan & 
Derek Grant 

Where Do We Grow from 
Here? Hands-on Human 
Geography 

Experiential activities exploring population growth, changes 
to Earth’s landscape, and our increasing demand on 
resources. 

Pete Bailey 

Embed National Geographic 
Geo-Inquiry into your social 
studies lessons! 

National Geographic’s Geo-Inquiry tools will be used to 
embed place-based learning in social studies classes. 

Janet Ruest 

Anthropologists Go Back to 
School (AGBS) 

An opportunity for dialogue with post-secondary educators 
about the pedagogical value of the anthropological 
perspective 

Dr. Jaime Yard & 
Julia Murphy 

 

SPECIAL AFTERNOON WALKING TOUR 1PM – 3PM 

 

Cross Cultural Strathcona 
Walking Tour 

A collaboration of 17 partner organizations celebrating diverse 
cultural histories of Vancouver’s oldest residential 
neighbourhood. 

Michael Schwartz 
& Carmel Tanaka 

Meet 
at: 

 

 

 


